Be it enacted by the Senate of the Associated Students of Lewis & Clark here assembled that:

Section 1: Reword the Associated Students of Lewis & Clark Rules of Order to read:

1. The purpose and scope of these Rules of Order are to provide a cohesive, standard method of operation for formal meetings of all bodies of the Associated Students of Lewis and Clark (ASLC)
2. The Chair shall facilitate the organization and process of all meetings, set all time and places of convening for all meetings, and set and provide the agenda for all meetings
3. Quorum will be set at a simple majority (>1/2) of the body’s voting members
   Without a quorum, only procedural votes may occur
4. To speak before the body, the Chair must recognize an individual
   a. By default, speaking limits in open discussion shall be two (2) one (1) minute opportunities per Agenda Item or Motion
   b. The speaker may use or yield their time at their own discretion
   c. The Chair may stipulate additional restrictions on speaking at their discretion in the form of
   d. Limits on the number of times individuals may speak in a single discussion or meeting
   e. Limits on the amount of time an individual may speak
   f. Limit of the total time that a discussion may take
   g. The Chair must make any speaking restrictions known to all those present at the meeting
   h. The body may veto any restrictions on speaking time with a one-third (1/3) vote
5. All voting members in attendance have the prerogative and responsibility to participate in every vote
   a. Votes may only be cast verbally or physically in person
   b. All votes must be recorded and made available to the general public
   c. There shall be three voting option available to members in every vote
      i. "Aye"
         1. An "Aye" vote is a vote in the proposition
      ii. "Nay"
         1. A "Nay" vote is a vote in the opposition
      iii. "Oi"
         1. An "Oi" vote is a vote in abstention
            a. A vote in abstention may only be placed if an individual has either a conflict of interest or a fear for a lack of information
            b. Every vote in abstention must provide the reason for abstention
            c. A vote in abstention shall be tallied as such, but will take the effect of an opposition
6. At any point in a meeting, voting members may change the procedure of the meeting by making an appropriate motion
   a. Any debatable motion may be rescinded or modified by the mover before the motion is voted on
   b. The Chair must recognize any presented motion
   c. The Precedence of Motions shall be as follows
      i. Fix the time of adjournment
      ii. Adjourn
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i. A Motion to Enter Executive Session may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and without debate

ii. A Motion to Enter Executive Session requires a two-thirds (2/3) majority to pass

m. A Motion to Leave the Executive Session serves to end the current Executive Session
   i. A Motion to Leave the Executive Session may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and without debate
   ii. A Motion to Leave the Executive Session requires a simple majority (>1/2) to pass

n. A Motion to Extend Discussion serves to lengthen the amount of time allotted for discussion beyond what was set by the chair
   i. A Motion to Extend Discussion may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and without debate
   ii. A Motion to Extend Discussion requires a simple majority (>1/2) to pass

o. A Motion to Alter Speaking Time serves to place restrictions on the number of times individuals may take to speak in a single discussion or meeting or to place restrictions on the amount of time speak
   i. A Motion to Alter the Speaking Time may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and without debate
   ii. A Motion to Alter the Speaking Time requires a simple majority (>1/2) to pass

p. A Motion to Table serves to remove an item from the Agenda entirely
   i. A Motion to Table may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and debate
   ii. A Motion to Table requires a two-thirds majority (2/3) to pass

q. A Motion to Add an Item to the Agenda serves to add items to a specific place in the Agenda
   i. A Motion to Add an Item to the Agenda may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and without debate
   ii. A Motion to Add an Item to the Agenda requires a simple majority (>1/2)

r. A Motion to Reorder the Agenda serves to rearrange the items listed on the Agenda
   i. A Motion to Reorder the Agenda may be raised by any voting member with a second and without debate
   ii. A Motion to Reorder the Agenda requires a simple-majority (>1/2) to pass

s. A Motion to create an Ad Hoc Committee serves to create and structure an Ad Hoc Committee
   i. A Motion to create an Ad Hoc Committee may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and debate
   ii. A Motion to create an Ad Hoc committee requires a two-thirds majority (2/3) to pass

t. A Motion to Refer to a Committee serves to refer an issue to a specific committee
   i. A Motion to Refer to a Committee may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and without debate
   ii. A Motion to Refer to a Committee requires a simple majority majority (>1/2) to pass

u. A Motion to Vote serves to initiate the voting process
   i. A Motion to Vote may be raised by any voting member of the meeting with a second and without debate
   ii. A Motion to Vote requires a two-thirds majority (2/3) to pass
   iii. A Motion to Vote will default to vocal affirmations, if anyone present in the chamber requests, votes may be recorded by a show of hands or through a Roll-Call

v. A Motion to Straw Poll serves to initiate an informal vote on a subject
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i. A Motion to Straw Poll may be raised by any member of the meeting with a second and without debate

7. Amendment
   a. These Procedures may be amended by a two-thirds majority (2/3) vote of the Senate

Section 2: This Bill Will Not Go Into Effect Until the December 4th, 2014 Meeting.